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The World Space Patrol 
It is the year 2062 and Earth is one of many worlds to have 
explored and colonised the galaxy, where countless intelligent 
civilisations live and trade with each other, mostly in peaceful 
harmony. Earth’s own intergalactic peacekeeping force is the World 
Space Patrol (WSP) who protect and police interstellar space with 
an array of space craft, led by their fleet of sleek and distinctive XL 
craft. The pride of these craft is XL5 which patrols Sector 25 and 
is piloted by the WSP’s top astronaut, the heroic Colonel Steve 
Zodiac. Together with Doctor Venus, Professor Matthew Matic and 
Robert the Robot, the XL5 crew come to the rescue of those in 
desperate danger and defend 
the galaxy from the nefarious in 
whatever form it may take... 

I WISH I WAS A SPACEMAN, THE FASTEST GUY ALIVE,  
I'D FLY YOU ROUND THE UNIVERSE, IN FIREBALL XL5,  

WAY OUT IN SPACE TOGETHER, CONQUERORS OF THE SKY,  
MY HEART WOULD BE A FIREBALL, A FIREBALL,  
EVERY TIME I GAZED INTO YOUR STARRY EYES...

WE'D TAKE THE PATH TO JUPITER, AND MAYBE VERY SOON, 
WE'D CRUISE ALONG THE MILKY WAY,  

AND LAND UPON THE MOON,  
TO A WONDERLAND OF STARDUST,  
WE'D ZOOM OUR WAY TO MARS,  
MY HEART WOULD BE A FIREBALL,  
A FIREBALL 'CAUSE YOU WOULD  
BE MY VENUS OF THE STARS...



This is Space City... 
The headquarters of the World Space 
Patrol is Space City, located on a remote 
island in the Pacific Ocean, off the 
coast of Chile. This bustling complex 
is from where Commander Wilbur 
Zero deploys the WSPs fleet of space 
craft and personnel.  Within the city’s 
revolving control tower, Commander 
Zero is joined by the ever dependable 
Lieutenant 90 and occasionally by the 
dependable Scottish engineer Jock Campbell. 

Whilst freighters and colony ships can lift 
off vertically from landing pads located next to the 
control tower, XL Craft are launched with great speed  
via a launching rail, which propel the craft from the land. 

Once in orbit Fireball XL5 can safely travel at Space 
Velocity 7, but is capable of reaching  Space Velocity 14, 
albeit with some adverse side affects for the crew.  When 
XL craft explore other planets, the nose cone section can 
separate, allowing crews to easily land on the surface and 
conduct missions, usually with the aid of their jet bikes or 
thruster packs. For extra vehicular exploration, oxygen 
pills can be taken by crews to provide protection from the 
vacuum of space.



Episode Listing  
Episodes listed in production order,  
with original UK airdate/premiere. 
1. Planet 46 28-10-62

2.  Hypnotic Sphere 13-10-63

3.  Planet Of Platonia 20-1-63

4.  Space Magnet 27-10-63

5.  The Doomed Planet 4-11-62

6.  Plant Man From Space  
 18-11-62

7.  The Sun Temple 2-12-62

8.  Space Immigrants 11-11-62

9.  Space Monster 6-1-63

10.  Flying Zodiac 23-12-62

11.  Spy In Space 25-11-62

12.  XL5 To H2O 9-12-62

13.  Space Pirates 16-12-62

14. Last Of The Zanadus 
 13-1-63

15.  Space Pen 30-12-62

16. Convict In Space 10-2-63

17. Wings Of Danger 3-2-63

18. The Triads 27-1-63

19. Sabotage 20-10-63

20. Prisoner On The  
 Lost Planet 3-3-63

21. Flight To Danger 24-2-63

22. Space Vacation 17-2-63

23. Mystery Of The TA2 
 31-3-63

24. Robert To The Rescue 
 17-3-63

25. The Forbidden Planet 10-3-63

26. The Granatoid Tanks 21-4-63

27. Dangerous Cargo 24-3-63

28. 1875 14-4-63

29. The Robot Freighter Mystery 
 28-4-63

30. Drama At Space City  
 7-4-63

31. Whistle For Danger 5-5-63

32. Faster Than Light 2-6-63

33. The Day The Earth Froze  
 9-6-63

34. Invasion Earth 26-5-63

35. Ghosts Of Space 6-10-63

36. Trial By Robot 12-5-63

37. A Day In The Life Of a  
 Space General 16-5-63

38. Space City Special 23-6-63

39. The Fire Fighters 16-6-63

A wonderland  
of Stardust 
The glistening space-age adventures of 
Fireball XL5 would see Gerry Anderson 
and his company step even further into 
science fiction adventure, after their 
previous production Supercar’s tentative 
early steps. This new series would be set in 
the far future, and the whole galaxy would be the 
canvas that a likeable group of puppet protagonists 
would explore. 

From a modest studio on the Slough Trading 
estate, a greater emphasis was placed on miniature 
model work to run alongside the puppet stages. The marionettes themselves 
would become much more detailed and less caricatured. This was an attitude 
which would carry over to dialogue with a more mature approach to scripting, 
littered with even more references to keep the attention of older viewers.

The ambitious interstellar premise allowed the Anderson’s to further 
exceed the remit of their genre and push boundaries both technical and social, 
namely with the introduction of the series’ strong female lead in Doctor 
Venus, foreshadowing Thunderbirds’ icon Lady Penelope. Many other of the 
soon-to-be familiar hallmarks of the later 

productions are also 
realised in Fireball, 
from the family-like 
command structure 
to inventive futuristic 
technology, not to 
mention the joy of 
the meticulous launch 
sequence.  The future  
was just beginning.



Music of the (Hypnotic) Sphere
The musical soundscape created by Barry Gray for Fireball XL5 features  
a rich tapestry of themes and playful instrumentation. Much like his 
previous work for AP Films, Supercar, Barry Gray leans upon the Jazzy 
musical language of Hollywood to bring to life the vivid marionettes and 
miniature craft, with compositions ranging from brassy heroic percussion 
to playful humorous cues.

 The unique nature of the series’ otherworldly premise however allowed 
the composer to balance his silver screen classicism with a progressive 
use of electronically augmented instruments, namely the Ondes Martenot.  
Invented in the 1920s by French cellist Maurice Martenot, Barry Gary 
studied the keyboard-like instrument with its creator in Paris. The 
“wavering” sound the Ondes Martenot made was perfect for bringing to 
life the various alien and mysterious situations encountered by the World 
Space Patrol . These minimalist alien vignettes perfectly conveyed the 
emptiness of space and could be suitably unsettling when employed to set 
a scene of peril.

This contrast of detached electronic music with the familiar anchor of 
Jazz served the series well. To further add warmth to proceedings, each 
episode would close with an undeniable pop 
song, in the charming Fireball. The gentle love 
song featured the dulcet 
croon of Don Spencer 
and would be one of Barry 
Gray’s finest pop moments 
– ensuring that the series 
lingered in viewers heads.



Track Notes
01.   Fireball XL5  
 Main Theme (1:28)

Planet 46
02.  The Mystery of Planet 46  
 (4:32)
“Lets see... Sector 25, that's 
Fireball XL5 – Steve Zodiac”            
Commander Zero

A deadly Planetomic bomb is 
approaching Earth from the sector 
of space that Steve Zodiac and the 
XL5 crew are patrolling... Space 
City put in a call and order the 
brave crew to intercept the enemy 
missile. Steve Zodiac successfully 
destroys it, and then traces where 
the missile was sent from: Planet 46, 
the XL5 crew duly plot a course to 
investigate...

Space Vacation
07.  Travelling Light 
(1:19)
“I thought we said we 
were gonna travel light 
Venus? Even Fireball 
wouldn’t get off the ground 

with all this on board” 

Steve Zodiac

On the idyllic world of Olympus 
the people live in peaceful harmony, 
and the XL5 crew head there for 
a well-earned vacation. Whilst they 
are busy relaxing, they are swept-up 
into danger when Kanerik, ruler of 
the nearby plant Kemble plans to 
resettle his people to Olympus by 
poisoning the Olympian ruler’s son.

A Day in the Life  
of a Space General
08.  Ninety’s Dream (1:14)
“You've have got to be alert, on the 
ball. Have your eyes open for sixty 
minutes every hour!” 

Commander Zero

Lieutenant Ninety is exhausted, 
working double as he prepares for 
his exam. When he is sent home 
early to get some sleep, he awakes 
to find things in Space City very 
different...

09. Zero G (Single version) (1:19)

Plant from Plant   
Man from Space
10.  The Cholorphon (2:45)
“We're going to be OK, the 
missile hasn't exploded!”                            
Steve Zodiac

A strange missile hurtles towards 
Space City with deadly force... but 
simply lands with no detonation... 
the next day Space City is 
completely overrun with a form of 
ivy from the planet Hedera, which 
was sent by a Cholorphon via the 
missile...

The Doomed 
Planet
03. Formula 5 (1:23)
04. Rogue Planet (4:51)
“Pick me up and we'll go back to  
my place, I've got a real cool disc for  
you to hear”

Doctor Venus

After investigating the rouge planet 
Membrono and a possible flying 
saucer sighting, Steve and Venus relax 
to music at Venus’ beach house.

The Hypnotic Sphere
05. Exploring the Tanker (2:11)
06. Hypnotised (5:15)

“Why it’s a fuel tanker from Earth!” 
Professor Matthew Matic

Steve and Matt take oxygen 
pills and hover across to an 
abandoned tanker where the 
crew appear to be in some 
kind of trance...



Ghosts of Space
11.  Spectre of Electon (1:40)
“That’s mighty strange the place  
seems deserted”  James Frazer

Planet Electon is nothing but 
a ghost town as James Frazer 
investigates what should be a 
thriving town...  

12.  End Titles: Fireball (1:11)

Flying Zodiac
13.  Circus Dreams (5:03)
“200 years ago today the first Zodiac 
performed in a circus”  Steve Zodiac

After a wonderful dinner cooked by 
Venus, Steve tells of his ancestors 
history in the circus. Steve’s great, 
great grandmother Clara was 
a clairvoyant – who’s crystal 
ball is on the dinner table. 
Gazing into the ball, Venus 
falls asleep and dreams of a 
circus taking place at Space 
City with a host of familiar 
faces performing.

Flight to Danger
15.  Flat Jazz (0:49)
“Right now I’m just not going 
to think about tomorrow”       
Lieutenant Ninety

In Venus’ beach house, 
Lieutenant Ninety relaxes 

as he prepares to take his 
space training to the next 

step with a solo lunar orbit 
in a space capsule. Little does 

he know that his capsule’s atomic 
reactor has broken free... and as the 
capsule heads towards re-entry  
a fire breaks out.

Space Monster
16.  Trapped (4:27)
17.  This is the  
      Twist (1:43)
“What’s that? It’s getting louder I’m 
scared Steve.” 
  Doctor Venus

Ken and Al, the crew of the crashed 
XL2 are injured and trapped inside 
a cave on the planet Monotane.  
They are hiding from a hideous 
Space Monster. Sent to investigate, 
Steve Zodiac takes Fireball Junior 
to the planet and his about to land 
when suddenly the small craft is hit 
by something...

Space City Special
18.   Fireball End Titles: 
  Instrumental (1:12)
Instrumental version of Fireball, 
played as the credits roll after we 
see and hear Steve Zodiac take 
charge of the vocals in the final 
scene of Space City Special.

Drama at Space City
19.  Ice Skating Waltz (2:33)
“I feel really releaxed for the  
first time in years!”  Steve Zodiac

At Steve’s uncle Han’s house 
in Switzerland, Steve and Venus 
enjoy the beautiful mountain top 
surroundings and take in a spot of 
Ice skating.

Planet of Platonia
14. Platonia Treachery (4:04)
“Four assignation attempts in five 
weeks, someone means business 
Steve” 

Commander Zero

Bizan, leader of the planet 
Platonia plans to travel 
to Earth to engage in 
important trade talks for 
his planet’s rich supply 
of Platinum. When he 

finds his life in danger 
Commander Zero 

tasks the XL5 crew 
with escorting him 
to Space City...



Vocals: Don Spencer

Bass: Joe Mudele

Bass Guitar: Roy Plummer

Clarinet: Gordon Lewin, Red Price,  
 John Scott, Chester Smith,  
 Ted Taylor, Tom Whittle

Clavical: Ted Taylor

Flute: Bill Hudson, John Scott

Guitar: Billy Bell, Terry Walsh

Harp: Tryphena Partridge

Horn: Jim Buck

Ondes Martenot: Barry Gray

Percussion: Stan Barrett, Les Dawson,  
 Alan Haken, Barry Morgan

Trombone: Jackie Armstrong,  
 Jock Bain, Jack Irwin,  
 Jack Thirlwell

Trumpet: Freddy Clayton,  
 Tom McQuater,  
 Bobbie Pratt,  
 George Taylor

Tuba: Alf Reece

Vibe: Roy Davey

Musicians 
The following musicians performed the music 
composed specifically for Fireball XL5.

Prisoner on  
the Lost Planet
20.  Aphros Theme (1:31)
On an uncharted planet flames 
engulf a rough landscape... This 
is home to Aphros, the exiled 
former queen of the Space 
Amazons. Beautiful and deadly,  
Aphros seeks escape from her 
lonely exile and will stop at 
nothing to make this possible...

XL5 to H2O
21.  Aquaphibian (3:05)
22.  Foiled! (1:50)
A mysterious Aquaphibian takes 
aim at the last two survivors of 
the planet Zodeit with a deadly 
ray gun. The silent creature 
menaces the inhabitants and the 
XL5 crew when they come to  
the survivors’ rescue.

1875
23.  Back to the past (3:12)
“Now lets see, how far back  
should we go?” 

Professor Matthew Matic

For several weeks Matt has 
being spending time alone in his 
workshop, secretly working on a 
time machine! Testing the device 
on Robert, Matt transports the 
robot back to a one-horse western 
town in 1875... Back in the present, 
curiosity gets the better of Steve, 
Venus and Zero who investigate... 
and when Zooney starts playing 
with the controls they also find 
themselves in 1875!

24.  Fireball (Single version) 
(2:14)
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